If You Take Prescription Osteoporosis Medication,
Don’t Forget Your Calcium
Changing How Suppliers And Manufacturers Work Together
(NAPSA)—Cars that anticipate
accidents and adjust accordingly,
providing additional protection for
drivers and passengers? Thanks
to improving cooperation between
original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs) and their suppliers, such
vehicles may not be that far away.
“A further innovative development representing a leap forward
in technology will only be possible
when the informal networks
between subsystems installed in
today’s vehicles are replaced by
systematic networking, consistently applied throughout the vehicle,” says Dr. Wolfgang Ziebart,
deputy chairman of the Board of
Management for Continental AG.
Dr. Ziebart and Continental
envision a day when vehicle sensors detect hazardous driving situations at an early stage, and
immediately transmit the data to
passive and active safety systems.
For example, signals might activate reversible seat-belt tensioners to prepare occupants for a
crash, or be sent to airbags to provide more effective and reliable
protection.
The result of this “holistic networking,” explains Dr. Ziebart,
will be an increasing number of
software solutions to generate
added value for consumers. In
other words, software would not
be sold merely as an attachment
to the hardware, but would be
marketed and charged for as an
independent product.
The key to achieving this is
the type of standardization for
interfaces and operating systems
that has propelled the growth of
the consumer PC and software
industries. This will require the

Unmasking Mardi Gras
(NAPSA)—Here’s the skinny
on Fat Tuesday. One of the first
Mardi Gras parades was thrown
to entertain a visiting Grand
Duke of Russia in 1872.

Continental Teves’ Electronic
Stability Program (ESP) helps drivers maintain control of their
vehicles during oversteer and
understeer situations, which
helps them avoid crashes.
emergence of a new type of supplier—namely, a network supplier that offers a core competence for developing solutions to
network existing systems. Advantages to standardization include:
• Easier integration of software
products of different suppliers,
and reduction of dependence on
system suppliers. Automakers will
continue to be free in the selection
of their suppliers, while customerand vehicle-specific software packages will be integrated into vehicles on the basis of plug-and-play.
• The approaches adopted by
individual suppliers will always be
compatible and can be interchanged.
• A unique opportunity for
suppliers to offer their software
solutions to the market globally
and distinguish themselves from
their competitors.
Continental AG is a world
leader in the design, development
and supply of critical brake and
chassis systems that contribute to
driving safety and comfort. For
additional information, visit the
Web sites at www.conti-online.com
and www.contitevesna.com.

Mardi Gras season begins two
weeks before Fat Tuesday—the literal translation of Mardi Gras.
Since the first parade, millions
of revelers from around the world
have marched, danced and partied
at Mardi Gras. The party has
become such an accepted part of
American culture that it’s marked
by different events across the
country.
For example, Heineken, Amstel
Light and STUFF Magazine are
offering folks the opportunity to
win a trip (two friends included) to
stay at the 2003 Heineken/Amstel
Light Mardi Gras Mansion in New
Orleans. This exclusive 4-day
event will be filled with all things
needed for a proper New Orleans
celebration, including parties with
the hottest DJs and celebrities and
a number of giveaways.
For additional information on
Mardi Gras and the chance to
enter to win the trip to the
Heineken/Amstel Light Mardi
G r a s M a n s i o n , v i s i t w w w.
heinekenusa.com or www.amstel
light.com. The Web sites also feature a Mardi Gras game to “virtually” experience Mardi Gras as
well as STUFF Magazine news—
including How to Make Everyday
Mardi Gras.

(NAPSA)—An estimated 44
million men and women—nearly
55 percent of Americans 50 and
older—are at risk of osteoporosis
or low bone mass. About 10 million people already have this
“silent” brittle bones disease, with
women making up to 80 percent of
that total.
For many, prescription medications may be considered the osteoporosis cure-all. Clinical studies
have shown calcium and vitamin
D are critical in order to get the
full benefit of these medications.
Unfortunately, a recent national
physician audit found that three
out of four women taking prescriptions for osteoporosis are not
receiving recommendations for
calcium and vitamin D supplementation as part of their daily
health regimens.
The “Physician Drug & Diagnosis Audit” revealed that physicians
made more than 5.8 million recommendations for the osteoporosis
medications Fosamax, Evista, Miacalcin and Actonel, yet only 25 percent included recommendations for
calcium supplementation. Meanwhile, the latest NIH Consensus
Panel determined that treatment
of osteoporosis with any prescription drug therapy requires sufficient calcium and vitamin D to
achieve optimal benefits.
“Unfortunately, many women
may stop their lifestyle and nutritional approaches once they are
prescribed a medication,” notes
John Bilezikian, M.D., professor of
medicine, College of Physicians
and Surgeons, Columbia University. “Healthcare professionals,
including doctors, nurses and
pharmacists, should talk to their
patients about the importance of
taking calcium supplements with
their Rx medications.”

Calcium is an important part of
a woman’s daily health regimen.
Since women can start to lose
bone mass as early as their 20s or
30s, it’s never too early to begin
an individual exercise program.
The benefit of weight-bearing
activities and calcium can help
build and maintain strong bones
for life. The National Osteoporosis
Foundation notes that calcium is
an important part of an overall
prevention or treatment regimen
for osteoporosis. A well-balanced
diet and exercise are also critical
to the prevention and treatment of
osteoporosis.
“Calcium is a vital part of the
osteoporosis treatment regimen,”
says Bilezikian. “I recommend
taking a calcium supplement like
Citracal ® to ensure they meet
their daily calcium requirements.
It’s well-absorbed by the body and
can be taken with or without
meals.”
For more information on osteoporosis and the benefits of calcium supplementation, or to use
the Calcium Counter, an interactive quiz to determine if you are
getting enough calcium, visit
www.citracal.com.

Take The Information Superhighway To Good Nutrition
(NAPSA)—Here’s some food for
thought: The first online rating
system and review guide for nutrition information has a new look
and features. The site, Tufts
Nutrition Navigator, now has sections dedicated to weight management and seniors, and also provides increased accessibility for
the visually impaired and an
enhanced user-friendly design.
“We added the new sections to
respond to the interests of our
users. Visitors to Tufts Nutrition
Navigator are just one click away
from reliable Web sites to guide
their weight loss or to answer any
number of questions about the
effects of nutrition on aging or on
specific dietary needs of older individuals,” said Dr. Jeanne Goldberg,
director of the Center on Nutrition
Communication at Tufts University.
Designed by faculty and staff at
the Friedman School of Nutrition
and Science Policy at Tufts with
guidance from an advisory board
of American and Canadian nutrition experts, the site has been
cited by The Journal of the American Medical Association as a recommended source for healthcare
professionals and patients when
seeking nutrition information.
It’s the only online rating guide
to evaluate Web sites with significant nutrition content. A team of

***
Every flower has its perfume.
—Turkish proverb
***
Easy-to-digest information
about nutrition Web sites can be
seen online at www.navigator.
tufts.edu.
registered dietitians independently rate each Web site on a 25point scale based on four criteria:
accuracy, depth of nutrition information, ease of use and timeliness
of updates.
In addition, the Web site’s editorial team provides a brief narrative
review to let users know what they
will find when they get to each of
the 350 sites posted. These reviews
are updated every three months.
Using the site as a “front door”
practically guarantees accurate
and reliable nutrition information.
It can be found at www.navigator.
tufts.edu.

✁
Editor’s Note: The Tufts Nutrition Navigator can be reached at www.navigator.tufts.edu.

***
To know oneself, one should
assert oneself.
—Albert Camus
***

***
Keep true to the dreams of thy
youth.
—Johann von Schiller
***
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(NAPSA)—How much water
should you consume? Most adults
need 8 to 12 eight-ounce glasses of
water or fluids daily, but needs
vary by activity level, health circumstances (including pregnancy)
and even by age. For example, a
60-pound child would need a minimum of at least 30 ounces of
water a day, or about three to four
glasses. A 180-pound man would
need about 90 ounces of water a
day or about 11 to 12 glasses. People may need more water as they
age, since thirst signals may
become dull, activity levels decline
and prescription drugs may dehydrate their bodies further. You can
visit the hydration calculator on
www.culligan.com to estimate how
many ounces you and your family
members need. If you are concerned about water quality, water
quality specialists offer free water
analysis. Call 1-800-CULLIGAN
or visit www.culligan.com
Dentists across the country are
coming up with ways to make visits as pleasant and pain-free as
possible. For example, many dentists have replaced old-fashioned
drills with new tools that let them
prepare fillings painlessly. With
these tools, that may include
lasers or water, you may not even
need Novocaine. When it’s time

for x-rays, you may want to look
for a dentist who uses Kodak dental x-ray film in new SureSoft
Packets. This innovative film has
a cushioned edge so it will feel
more comfortable in your mouth.
You may not even know it’s there.
Since it’s a low-radiation film,
your x-rays will go faster as well.
A discount pharmacy service,
called Smart Woman Rx, lets
women get up to a three-cycle
supply of affordable, brand name
birth control pills delivered right
to their homes for as little as $13
per pack, regardless of insurance
coverage and without insurance
co-pays or reimbursement paperwork. Interested women who are
currently using birth control pills
can either call toll free 1-866-3766523, or enroll online at www.
smartwomanrx.com.

